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Structure investigations of thin carbon foils
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Carbon foils produced by laser plasma ablation-deposition (lpa-foils), by the glow discharge process (gd-foils) and by
evaporation-condensation (ec-foils) were investigated by high resolution transmission electron microscopy and electron diffraction. A
quantitative analysis is presented for the degree of anisotropic orientation of the quasi-graphitic nanocrystals in the polycrystallme
foils . In the new type lpa-foils the nanocrystals are nearly isotropically oriented, m contrast to the anisotropic alignment m the ec-
and gd-foils . This random orientation is responsible for a longer lifetime of lpa-foils when irradiated with heavy ions .

1 . Introduction

Investigations of swift heavy ion induced effects in
carbon stripper foils led to a model of the damage
mechanism [1] . The model predicts that carbon foils
with a structure of randomly oriented nanocrystals
should experience minimum dimensional change and
thus should survive the irradiation much longer than
foils with an anisotropic crystal alignment. Since the
stripper foil lifetime is dependent on the structure of the
carbon foil, long lasting and expensive accelerator tests
are not necessary to determine whether or not a specific
preparation method can be utilized for lifetime im-
provement of carbon foils under heavy ion bombard-
ment . Crystallographic structure investigations indi-
cated that foils produced by the laser plasma ablation-
deposition process [2] have a nearly isotropic distribu-
tion of nanocrystals and should demonstrate excellent
lifetimes. This hypothesis was subsequently confirmed
by measurements at the Munich tandem accelerator
[3,4] .

In this paper structure studies on common types of
carbon foils will be presented. The foils studied were
produced by evaporation-condensation [5] (ec-foils), by
glow discharge in ethene gas (gd-foils) [6,7] and by laser
plasma ablation-deposition (lpa-foils) . The differences
in structure will be demonstrated more qualitatively by
means of electron diffraction in section 2 and high
resolution transmission electron microscopy (HRTEM)
in section 3. A quantitative analysis of the electron
diffraction patterns will be given in section 4, which
allows even very similar carbon structures to be com-
pared.

Lhkl =2kdhki Oshki~
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2. Electron diffraction

All investigated foils had a thickness of about 4
wg/cmZ, which is the standard thickness of stripper foils
used in the terminal of the Munich tandem accelerator.
These thin foils are very suitable for transmission elec-
tron diffraction studies with 80 keV electrons, because
disturbing energy loss and multiple scattering are
negligible . The diffraction studies were done with a
Philips EM 400 electron microscope .

Diffraction patterns from various carbon foils are
shown in fig . 1 . These patterns are caused by diffraction
of electrons at crystal-lattice planes of nanocrystals
which comprise the polycrystalline foils. The average
length, L, kt , of the crystallites in their (hkl)-direction
(with Miller indices h, k and 1) can be obtained from
the following equation [8] :

Shkl

with k a constant depending on the form of the crystal-
lites . For spherical crystallites k is about 0.9 . The
variable dhkl is the separation of the (hkl)-planes, and
'~'Shkl/Shkl the relative width (FWHM) of the (hkl)-dif-
fraction ring .

The untreated ec-, gd- and lpa-foils show broad
diffraction patterns (fig. la-c [9]). The corresponding
average length of the crystallites is about 1 rim. This low
spatial extension of the crystallites led for carbon foils,
prepared by thermal evaporation, to the interpretation
that these foils are amorphous [10], though electron
diffraction shows some anisotropic structure which con-
tradicts an amorphous state.
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The anisotropy can be seen better in heat treated
carbon foils . Heat treatment of the foils was accom-
plished using a Nd-YAG laser m high vacuum (= 10-5
Pa) [5,9,11] . In fig . Id-f diffraction rings of foils heated
to 2200 K are shown. These rings are sharper than those
of the untreated foils (fig . la-c) and correspond to
about 5 nm large crystallites, which have been exoge-
neous due to the high temperature [9] . The diameters of
the most intense rings are the same as for the (002)-,

10) (100)

m
Fig . 1 . Electron diffraction patterns of different carbon foils : (a) ec-foil, untreated; (b) gd-foil, untreated; (c) lpa-foil, untreated; (d)
ec-foil, heat treated up to 2300 K ; (e) gd-foil, heat treated up to 2300 K ; (f) lpa-foil, heat treated up to 2300 K ; (g) ec-foil, heat

treated up to 4200 K ; and (h) ec-foil, heat treated up to 4200 K . Portions of its surface are nearly parallel to the electron beam .

(100)- and (110)-nngs of a pure graphite crystal . The
graphite structure is shown in fig. 2 for illustration .

Generally heat treatment develops (002)-rings in dif-
fraction patterns of gd- and lpa-foils (fig . le,f) but not
in those of the anisotropic ec-foils . The diffraction
angles are small (0002 .- 6.2 mrad) for 80 keV electrons .
Therefore the crystal planes producing these observed
diffractions must be nearly parallel to the electron beam
[9] . Since normally the electron beam is perpendicular



unit cell of the
graphite lattice
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Fig 2 . Schematic diagram of a graphite crystal .

to the foil surface, the lack of (002)-ring in ec-foils
indicates the vast majority of their (002)-planes lie more
parallel to the foil surface . Since all foils were heat
treated the same way, and only the ec-foils did not
develop (002)-rings, the anisotropy of crystallite orienta-
tion must have existed also prior to heat treatment .

The degree of anisotropy was measured by electron
diffraction for an ec-foil, which had been heat treated
up to 4200 K . The heat treatment was done as described
in ref. [9], except that this time a Spectra Physics
DCR-11 laser with its short (< 10 ns) light pulses was
used [11] . The diffraction pattern for this ec-foil (fig. lg)
is sharper than for those heated to lower temperatures,
but no other change is apparent. Eq . (1) indicates its
crystallites have grown to about 10 nrn .

The anisotropy of the ec-foils can be estimated from
the diffraction pattern of fig . lh, for which a foil was
folded so that the beam was no longer perpendicular to
the foil surface, but instead nearly parallel. This re-
sulted in a partial development of the (002)-ring . The
azimuthal extent of the (002)-ring corresponds to the
distribution of angles of the (002)-planes to the foil
surface and a small bending of the fold itself. Therefore
a (002)-texture, which means a film growth direction
along the (002)-lattice plane, can be observed . Due to
the small bending of the fold itself only an upper limit
of the deviation of the texture can be given, which is
± 25 ° total angle and ± 7 ° FWHM.
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Another feature of the diffraction data indicates that
all the foils are notably different from normal polycrys-
talline graphite . Although the (hk0)- and (001)-rings of
the diffraction patterns are essentially identical to those
of graphite, there are no (hkl)-rings with h and l or k
and 1 simultaneously non-zero . This same effect can be
observed in special cases of bulk graphite (e.g . carbon
black) [12,13] . This type of graphite consists of parallel
(002)-planes with the normal graphite separation . How-
ever, the planes are shifted and rotated randomly rela-
tive to one another such that there are no three-dimen-
sional periodic crystals and therefore no diffraction
patterns with mixed Miller indices can be formed . For
l = 0 this results in diffraction patterns of two-dimen-
sional lattices, which then are called (hk)-rings with a
characteristic intensity distribution. The shape of the
(hk)-rings is asymmetrical with a long tail to large
diffraction angles (see section 4) . Therefore in fig . if the
rings are labeled in this way, while in fig . ld,e the
standard three-dimensional characterization was chosen
for comparison .

3 . High resolution transmission electron microscopy
(HRTEM)

The advantage of HRTEM is that crystal structures
can be depicted in real space . 400 keV electrons from a
JEOL 4000 EX electron microscope were used to image
lattice planes of different carbon foils . By means of
phase contrast the resolution limit of the apparatus is
about 0.14 rim . A HRTEM image of an ec-foil, heat
treated to about 4200 K and thinned to 1 wg/cmz by
using three laser pulses in high vacuum, is shown in fig .
3 . Some regions with parallel stripes can be seen . The
distance between two adjacent stripes is 0.21 rim, which
is the same as the distance dio of the (10)-stripes of
two-dimensional graphite (see fig . 2) . Every region with
parallel stripes is an image of one nanocrystal whose
areal size can be directly measured . The average length
of the crystallites is about 10 rim, consistent with the
value determined by electron diffraction. Areas appear-
ing cross-hatched or checked are due to two nanocrystals
superimposed with different orientations . If the stripes
of many crystallites are simultaneously imaged or not
perfectly oriented with respect to the electron beam,
only a random black and white contrast can be seen .

The texture of the heat treated ec-foils can be ob-
served if a HRTEM image is taken from a region with
the foil surface parallel to the electron beam . In fig. 4
the (002)-planes of such an area can be seen . These
(002)-planes (d00Z = 0.34 rim) are nearly parallel to the
foil surface, which is characterized by the black and
white border in the image . A bow of the foil in particu-
lar demonstrates that the direction of (002)-planes is
always aligned parallel to the surface . Only small
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Fig. 3. High resolution transrmssion electron microscope (HRTEM) image of an ec-foil heat treated up to 4200 K. (10)-stripes
(distance dio =0.21 nm) of some two-dimensional crystallites can be detected .

Fig. 4. HRTEM image of a heat treated ec-foil . The darker
area is a part of the foil with its surface nearly parallel to the
electron beam . Therefore those (002)-planes (distance d002 =
0.34 nm) which are nearly parallel to the foil surface become

visible

regions of up to two (002)-layers with a perfect periodic
structure can be observed . This demonstrates the two-
dimensional character of the graphite crystallites .

Contrary to the case for ec-foils, the (002)-planes of
lpa-foils can be imaged when the foil surface is per-
pendicular to the electron beam (fig. 5) . The lpa-foil
used for this picture was heat treated to 2200 K and had
a thickness of 4 lLg/cm2. Twisted crystals can be de-
tected sometimes with a nearly circular arrangement of
the (002)-planes . The crystallites with their (002)-planes
perpendicular to foil surface are randomly distributed
resulting in a corresponding full ring in the diffraction
pattern (fig. 1f).

4. Degree of orientation of the quasi-graphtic crystal-
lites in different carbon foils

From the electron diffraction and HRTEM investi-
gations discussed in section 2 and 3, it can be concluded
that there are quasi-graphtic crystallites in lpa-foils



with their (002)-planes nearly perpendicular to the foil
surface . Their spatial and rotational distribution is of a
random character. However, there is no further infor-
mation on whether there is a complete isotropic distri-
bution of the crystallites to relation to an axis parallel
to the foil surface or whether there are differences
between gd- and lpa-foils . Therefore a quantitative anal-
ysis of the electron diffraction patterns was conducted.

As a measure for a preferred orientation of the
nanocrystals the ratio h2/h o is used . The integrated
intensity Ioo2 of an (002)-ring depends on the number of
(002)-planes nearly perpendicular to the foil surface,
while the integrated intensity Ito is proportional to the
total number of the (10)-stripes with small corrections
with respect to their orientation to the electron beam .
The integrated intensities can be directly measured from
the diffraction patterns with a densitometer .
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Fig 5. HRTEM image of a heat treated (2200 K) lpa-foil. Crystallites with their (002)-planes perpendicular to the foil surface are
visible. The planes are often bent and sometimes nearly circularly arranged .

4 .1 . Theoretical value of 1002/ho for an isotropic distri-
bution of crystallites

In the following the quantity kxn/I,0 is calculated
for an isotropic distribution of the crystallites in a
carbon foil . It should be noted that electrons diffracted
into the (002)-ring are scattered by three-dimensional
structures of stacked (002)-planes . But electrons for-
ming the (10)-ring are scattered at two-dimensional
lattices of (10)-stripes in single (002)-planes . That is
why the line shapes of their associated rings are differ-
ent and the diffraction ring intensities for each case
have to be calculated differently . A Debye-Scherrer
ring of three-dimensional structures is caused by inter-
ference at planes with Miller indices h, k and 1 . Its
integrated intensity 1h~t on a cylindrical film is given in
ref . [14] . To get a form which can be compared to the
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integrated intensities of two-dimensional rings, the for-
mula of ref . [14] was changed into the following equa-
tion which is valid for a measurement of ring intensity
in a plane perpendicular to the incident electron beam :

1D

	

Naé

	

2

	

cos 219hkl
Ihkl

=10 r

	

161TVE Phkl I Fhkl

	

sin20hkl COS hkl

I0 is the incoming electron intensity, 1D is the length of
the densitometer slit, r is the camera length, N denotes
the number of unit cells in the illuminated foil area, VE
is the volume of a unit cell, Ohkl is the half scattering
angle (Bragg angle) of the electrons diffracted at a
(hkl)-plane and Phkl is the geometric multiplicity of the
(hkl)-planes .

Fhkll = Y-fi(0hkl) exp(-21Ti(hx,+kyj+lzj)) ,

is the structure amplitude, where (xJ , yJ , zJ) are the
coordinates of the jth basal atom in units of lattice
vectors, and the sum is over all basal atoms of the unit
cell . f,(0hkl) = 0.2393 Xé(Z -

fj .x(0hkt)/sin20hkl is the
Born scattering length in rim for elastic scattering of
electrons with wavelength X, (in rim) at the potential of
an atom with atom number Z [15] . The scattering
amplitude for X-rays fJ,x(0hki) represents the screening
of the nuclear potential by the atomic electrons .
Numerical values for fJ(Ohkl) were taken from ref. [15] .

Eq . (2) results from a kinematical approximation of
electron diffraction, which should be applicable for
pure carbon crystallites smaller than 20 rim without
marked uncertainties [16] . The calculated intensity cor-
responds to that measured with a densitometer .

Eq . (2) can also be obtained from the corresponding
term for X-ray diffraction [17] by replacing the Thom-
son scattering length for X-rays and the structure ampli-
tude by the Born scattering length and the structure
amplitude for electrons . An expression for the in-
tegrated intensity Ilk of electrons diffracted from (hk)-
stripes in a two-dimensional lattice onto a planar film
can be similarly developed from the X-ray case origi-
nally derived by Warren [12] :
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where N7 and N2 are the number of (hk)-stripes in the
direction of the lattice vectors. Therefore Nl x N2 is the
number of elementary plane segments of a two-dimen-
sional plane. M is the number of planes in the il-
luminated area, A, is the area of an elementary plane

segment and p l, k is the geometric multiplicity of a
lattice stripe .

Fhk1 = Y_f,(19hk) exp(-21ri(hx,+kyj))

is the structure amplitude of an elementary plane seg-
ment, and the sum extends over all basal atoms in such
a segment. 20hk is the minimum scattering angle of
electrons scattered at a lattice of (hk)-stripes . The in-
tensity of a two-dimensional (hk )-diffraction ring slowly
decreases for 0 > Ohk . Therefore the integration of the
intensity has to be performed to some limit, 0hk,max,
leading to the dependency of Ilk on Ohk,max , 0hk,max
has to be big enough to get Ohk,max - 0hk larger than
the half width of the (hk)-ring determined by the limited
crystallite length (eq. (1)) [12] . The actual choice of
0hk,max is discussed in the following section .

The desired quantity 1002/,10 can be derived by
dividing eq . (2) by eq . (3) . With the approximation
sin 0 = 0 and cos 0 = Cos 20 = 1 for small scattering
angles 20 :
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NI N2M=2N, because there are two (002)-planes in
each three-dimensional hexagonal unit cell (fig. 2) .
Bragg's rule leads to Xe = 2doo20o02, where d002 is the
distance between two neighbouring (002)-planes, which
leads to VF = 2doo2Aa = a,Aa/0002 . The number p,o is
6, because a hexagonal lattice has 60'-symmetry about
the (002)-axes . In the perpendicular direction there is
only a mirror symmetry, which means pool = 2. From
these relations the following equation results:
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Without reduction of generality the basal atoms in the
three-dimensional quasi-graphtic lattice are located at
the positions (0, 0, 0), 0), (a, i) and (2 + a,
3 +,8, 1) with a and /3 arbitrary real numbers [12] .
Therefore the structure amplitude is I F002 I = 4f(0002) ,
In the two-dimensional unit plane there are only two
atoms, one at the coordinates (0, 0) and one at (3,

	

),
which means I F1o I =f(01o). For an exact calculation
f(0o02) and f(01o) should be weighted over the whole
integration interval . As an approximation the scattering
lengths f(00o2) = 0.175 rim and f(O1o) = 0.123 rim were
used . Using in addition the known distances of graphite
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Fig. 6 . Intensity distribution of the electron diffraction pat-
terns measured with a densitometer . In the right column of the
figure, the distribution after background subtraction is shown.
(a) ec-foil, heat treated up to 4200 K ; (b) ec-foil, heat treated
up to 2200 K ; (c) gd-foil, heat treated up to 2200 K ; (d)
lpa-foil, heat treated up to 2200 K ; and (e) lpa-foil, irradiated

with about 1015 127 , `-ions/mm2 (ion energy 10 MeV) .

planes (d002 = 0.336 nm and d,0 = 0.213 nm [181) the
intensity ratio can be written:

_T002 = 2.13

	

(6)
110

	

arcsin 1 - (©10/O10,max )
2

The chosen s10,max = 45 nm -1 (section 4.2), where s =
4m sin O/Xe, results in 1002/710 = 2.5 for an isotropic
distribution of the nanocrystals .

4.2. Experimental determination of 1002 /1,0

The ratio 7002/710 was experimentally determined for
different carbon foil structures. A PDS 1010A micro-
densitometer was used to measure intensity profiles
along a diameter of diffraction rings directly from the
film negatives. These profiles are shown in the left
column of fig . 6 and are plotted as a function of
s = 4m sin O/Xe . The right column of fig . 6 shows the
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intensity profiles after background subtraction . Fig. 6a
is from diffraction rings of an ec-foil, which had been
heat treated up to 4200 K. Foils measured for fig. 6b
(ec-foil), fig . 6c (gd-foil) and fig. 6d (lpa-foil) were heat
treated up to 2200 K. Fig. be shows the profile of a
g

7
-foil which had been irradiated with about 10 15

1 I -ions/mm2 at 10 MeV. The two-dimensional char-
acteristic of the crystal structure can be seen at the
asymmetric densitometer plots of the (10)- and (20)-rings
in figs . 6c-e with the long tails to large s-values. Due to
the texture these tails cannot be seen in figs . 6a,b .

Determination of background intensity was done in
the standard way, using two additive parts Ue) and U�,,,
representing the elastical and inelastic scattering of elec-
trons, respectively . Ue, is generated by electron scatter-
ing at non-crystalline material or lattice defects and is
proportional to p9) 2, i .e . Uel = g I f(e) 1 2 with a
factor g which was experimentally determined . Une,
represents electron-electron scattering, which leads to
larger energy losses . Unel can only be empirically de-
termined [191 . This was carried out, using the diffraction
patterns of fig . 6a. Their peak widths are small enough
to fit the background at the peaks with a straight line .
Ue, strongly outweighs Une, at large s-values . Thus the
factor g was fitted to get the total background Ugen, for
large s-values with Ue, . Then Une) was calculated as the
difference Ugen, - Ue, .
Ue, and Une, are both plotted in fig . 6a (left column).

The backgrounds of the other intensity profiles were
determined by fitting the sum aU-, + bUe , + c with
free parameters a, b and c to the background. The
integration was performed numerically after back-
ground subtraction. The higher integration limit for 710
was chosen as s10, max =45 nm-1 (s l0 = 29.5 nm-1 ),
which is slightly before the (11)-intensity contributes
markedly . In this integration interval the (004)-ring is
also included (s004 = 37 .5 nm-1 ) and can be seen at the
falling flanks of the (10)-peaks in fig . 6c-e . The in-
tegrated intensity 1004 of the (004)-ring can be calcu-
lated from 1002 , because from eq . (2) it is found that
1002/7004 = 14 .5 . Therefore 110 was calculated by in-
tegration of the intensity between s = 25 nm -1 and
s = 45 nm -1 after subtraction of the background and
the contribution of 1004 .

Table 1 compares the experimentally determined val-
ues of 7002/110 to those theoretically calculated using
eq . (6), which assumes an isotropic distribution of crys-
tallites . The uncertainty of the experimentally de-
termined values is about 30% and is attributed to uncer-
tainties inherent in the background determinations, par-
ticularly at small s-values . The measured intensity ratio
1002/,10 for lpa-foils is close to the theoretically predic-
ted one for an isotropic distribution of the quasi-
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Table 1
Integrated intensity ratios 1002/Iio and crystallite lengths determined from half widths of the electron diffraction rings for different
carbon foils

Theoretical
values

ec-Foil (4200 K)
ec-Foil (2200 K)

gd-Foil (2200 K)
Ipa-Foil (2200 K)

Ipa-Foil irradiated with heavy ions

graphitic crystallites, while for the gd-foil h2/ho is
only about half the theoretically predicted value and
much smaller than for a lpa-foil . This suggests that the
crystallites in lpa-foils are nearly isotropically distrib-
uted, while the gd-foils have a disproportionate share of
their (002)-planes parallel to the foil surface and the
ec-foils have nearly all their (002)-planes lying parallel
to the foil surface .

4.4. Heavy ton irradiated 1pafoils

No (002)-planes perpendicular to the foil surface
Isotropic arrangement of nanocrystallites

The described investigations were also done with a
lpa-foil which had been irradiated with 0.72 pmC 1271 --
ions (10 MeV) in a central area of about 1 mm2, which
means 4.5 X 10 15 ions/mm2 . The ion current was about
300 nA/mm2. Therefore a temperature of about 1300 K
was achieved during irradiation [1] . But the central part
of the irradiated area dropped out either during irradia-
tion or subsequent venting and could not be saved.
Therefore the zone adjacent to the hole, which should
have been irradiated with nearly the same dose, was
investigated . There the dose was high enough to reduce
the thickness from originally 4.1 N,g/cm2 to 3 wg/cm2,
which could be measured by electron transmission in an
electron microscope [20] .

The data of table 1 show that the high temperature
caused by the ion irradiation resulted in an average
length of the (10)-planes of about 3.7 rim. In the (002)-
direction the crystallites of the irradiated lpa-foils are
higher (Loo2 = 4.3 rim) than in (10)-direction in contrast
to the non-irradiated lpa-foils . This is a consequence of
the new (002)-planes, which build up between the origi-
nal planes during the irradiation and which result in an
increase of Loot as was predicted in ref . [1] .

It is surprising that the number of crystallites with
their (002)-planes perpendicular to the lpa-foil surface
increases, because h2/Iio is larger than in non-irradia-
led lpa-foils . 1002/Ill is even larger than calculated for
an isotropic distribution of the crystallites. This proves

G Dollmger, P. Maier-Komor / Thin carbon foil structures

a preferred direction of the (002)-planes perpendicular
to the foil surface in an heavy ion irradiated lpa-foil,
just the opposite direction of the anisotropy in ec- or
gd-foils . Generally, a heavy ion beam penetrating a
carbon foil perpendicularly to the foil surface influences
the growth of graphitic crystallites with their (002)-
planes perpendicular to the foil surface. Already in
ec-foils the described anisotropy (section 2) with the
(002)-planes nearly parallel to the foil surface is partly
disturbed by heavy ion irradiation [1] .

5. Conclusion

Acknowledgement

It was shown that electron microscopy and electron
diffraction are valuable tools when used in the investi-
gation of thin carbon foils . This is particularly evident
in structure studies of heat treated foils, where dimen-
sions, structure and spatial distribution characteristics
of their nanocrystals can be quantitatively determined .
This characterization allows carbon foils produced by
different means to be readily compared . Specifically, as
regards stripper foils performance, lpa-foils have the
best qualifications, because foils with a nearly isotropic
orientation of the quasi-graphitic nanocrystals should
show the longest lifetimes [1] . This has been verified by
means of irradiation tests with ec-, gd- and lpa-foils
[3,11] .

Therefore these structure studies perform a quick
and reliable test of whether a new carbon foil prepara-
tion technique can produce carbon foils with good
stripper qualities .
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